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Abstract. An algorithm for constructing parity-check matrices of non-
binary quasi-cyclic low-density parity-check (NB QC-LDPC) codes is
proposed. The algorithm finds short cycles in the base matrix and tries
to eliminate them by selecting the circulants and the elements of GF(q).
Firstly the algorithm tries to eliminate the cycles with the smallest num-
ber edges going outside the cycle. The efficiency of the algorithm is
demonstrated by means of simulations. In particular, it was shown that
NB QC-LDPC codes constructed with use of our algorithm loose less
that 0.1 dB in comparison to the best NB LDPC codes.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we consider the problem of constructing parity-check ma-
trices of NB QC-LDPC codes.
QC-LDPC codes were proposed in [1],[2]. These codes form an impor-
tant subclass of LDPC codes [3], [4]. These codes also are a subclass of
protograph-based LDPC codes [5]. QC-LDPC codes can be easily stored
as their parity-check matrices can be easily described. Besides such codes
have efficient encoding and decoding algorithms [7]. All of these makes
the codes very popular in practical applications.
NB LDPC codes have advantages over binary LDPC codes. Davey
and MacKay [8] were first who used belief propagation (BP) to decode
NB LDPC codes. They showed that NB LDPC codes significantly out-
perform their binary counterparts. Moreover, non-binary LDPC codes are
especially good for the channels with burst errors and high-order modu-
lations [9]. However we have to mention, that their decoding complexity
is still large in comparison to binary LDPC codes [10], [11], [12].
There are numerous methods for constructing parity-check matrices of
binary QC-LDPC codes [13], [14], [15]. In this paper we generalize them
to non-binary case.
Our contribution is as follows. An algorithm for constructing parity-
check matrices of non-binary quasi-cyclic low-density parity-check (NB
QC-LDPC) codes is proposed. The algorithm finds short cycles in the
base matrix and tries to eliminate them by selecting the circulants and the
elements of GF(q). Firstly the algorithm tries to eliminate the cycles with
the smallest number edges going outside the cycle. The efficiency of the
algorithm is demonstrated by means of simulations. In particular, it was
shown that NB QC-LDPC codes constructed with use of our algorithm
loose less that 0.1 dB in comparison to the best NB LDPC codes.
2 Preliminary results
Consider a binary matrix of size m× n
Hbase = [hi,j ] ∈ {0, 1}
m×n.
In what follows the matrix will be referred to as the base matrix.
Let us construct a parity-check matrix H of size ms× ns of NB QC-
LDPC code C. For this purpose we extend the matrix Hbase with circulant
matrices (circulant) multiplied by non-zero elements of GF(q), i.e.
H =


α1,1P1,1 α1,2P1,2 · · · α1,nP1,n
α2,1P2,1 α2,2P2,2 · · · α2,nP2,n
...
...
. . .
...
αm,1Pm,1 αm,2Pm,2 · · · αm,nPm,n

, (1)
where Pi,j is a circulant over a binary field of size s × s and of weight
1
hi,j , i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , n, and αi,j ∈ GF (q)\{0}, i = 1, . . . ,m,
j = 1, . . . , n.
Let us denote the length of the code C by N = ns, such inequality
follows for the rate of the code
R(C) ≥ 1−
m
n
.
Let F be some field, by F [x] we denote the ring of all the polynomials
with coefficients in F . It is well-known that the ring of circulants of size
1 the weight of a circulant is a weight of its first row.
s×s over F is isomorphic to the factor ring F (s)[x] = F [x]/(xs−1). Thus
with the parity-check matrix H we associate a polynomial parity-check
matrix H(x) of size m× n:
H(x) =


α1,1p1,1(x) α1,2p1,2(x) · · · α1,np1,n(x)
α2,1p2,1(x) α2,2p2,2(x) · · · α2,np2,n(x)
...
...
. . .
...
αm,1pm,1(x) αm,2pm,2(x) · · · αm,npm,n(x)

 , (2)
where pi,j(x) =
∑s
t=1 Pi,j(t, 1)x
t−1, by Pi,j(t, 1) we mean an element at
the intersection of the t-th row and the first column in the matrix Pi,j .
Example 1. Let us consider the following base matrix
Hbase =
[
0 1 1
1 0 1
]
We can extend it in such a way. Each one in the base matrix is replaced
with a polynomial of for βxz, where β ∈ GF (q)\{0} and z ∈ Zs, e.g. we
have
H(x) =
[
0 x2 2x
1 0 3x2
]
.
Note, that H(x) means the following parity-check matrix
H =


0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 0 2
2 0 0
0 2 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 3 0
0 0 3
3 0 0


Remark 1. We note, that all elements of a circulant are multiplied by the
only non-binary value. This is very important for a practical realization of
the codes, as the parity-check matrix is very compact and can be stored
very efficiently. The proposed construction of the parity check matrix is
also good for parallel implementation of the decoding algorithm.
3 Description of the algorithm for constructing
parity-check matrices of NB QC-LDPC codes
In this section we provide a description of algorithm for constructing
parity-check matrices of NB QC-LDPC codes. The algorithm can be di-
vided into two stages:
1. Use NB-EXIT analysis to select a base matrix (protograph)
2. Lift the graph using NB-ACE algorithm (proposed below).
NB-EXIT analysis can be done in a similar way as for binary LDPC
codes (see detailed description in [16], [17]). In what follows we propose
the lifting method.
It is well-known, that pseudo codewords are the reason of belief prop-
agation algorithm bad behavior. Pseudo codewords always contain cycles,
so the aim of the algorithm is to eliminate short cycles. As an example
let us consider the elimination of a cycle of length 4 (see Fig. 1).
11
11
cycle
H_base =
Replace each 
non-zero 
position
with a pair 
(offset, nb value) 11
11
H =
(z1, α1) (z2, α2)
(z3, α3)(z4, α4)
Fig. 1. Cycle elimination
Let I be subset of rows, containing a cycle, J be subset of columns,
containing a cycle. We say that the cycle is eliminated if
det(H(x)I,J) 6= 0.
So the algorithm tries to eliminate as much cycles as possible. If we
cannot eliminate a cycle we count the number of edges going from variable
nodes in a cycle outside the cycle (so called ACE value of the cycle [13]).
As there are many cycles and they are of different lengths the algorithm
really deals with the ACE vector
ace = (e4, e6, . . .),
where e2j is a minimal number of edges going outside a cycle of length 2j
in a parity-check matrix. If there are no cycles of length 2j, then e2j =∞.
We propose a greedy algorithm, which tries to find an optimal ACE
vector on each step. We compare ACE vectors lexicographically, this
means, that
(1, 2, 3) < (2, 2, 3), (1, 2, 3) < (1, 3, 3), . . .
All these stages are described in the algorithm below.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm to construct NB QC-LDPC codes
Input: Hbase, Q, s (size of circulant), depth (maximal cycle length)
for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} do
for j ∈ ones in row i do
find all cycles in Hbase going through variable node j with length ≤ depth
for test ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 100} do
H(i, j)← (randi(s− 1), randi(Q− 1))
calculate ace vector
if acemax < ace then acemax ← ace
else revert previous value of H(i, j)
end if
end for
end for
end for
Output: H
4 Simulation results
In this section we present the simulation results. The simulation was
carried out in AWGN channel with 64-QAM modulation. Let q = 64,
N = 4620 and K = 4060. At first we add the simulation results for
best NB LDPC codes over GF(64), which do not have quasi-cyclic form,
and binary Turbo codes. Let us construct two parity-check matrices of
NB QC-LDPC codes. In the first case the base matrix has size 4 × 33
(s = 140), in the second case the base matrix has size 8 × 66 (s = 70).
Obtained results are shown in Fig. 2.
Note, that a curve for base matrix with size 4 × 33 has a clear error
floor. Let us investigate these phenomenon. The reason is the bad minimal
code distance. According to [18] the minimal distance of QC-LDPC code
has the following upper bound:
D(C) ≤ ⌊ℓ⌋!ℓm−⌊ℓ⌋(m+ 1),
where ℓ is the number of ones in a column (in our case ℓ = 2) and m is
the height of base matrix.
For the matrix with size 4×33 this bound is as follows D(C) ≤ 40. At
the same time for the matrix with size 8× 66 the bound is much better:
D(C) ≤ 1152. The error correcting capabilities of the latter matrix are
good, it looses just 0.1 dB at the level where block error rate (BLER) is
equal to = 10−3.
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Fig. 2. Simulation results. Parameters: channel with AWGN, 64-QAM modulation,
q = 64, code length in field symbols N = 4620, code dimension in field symbols
K = 4060
5 Conclusion
Greedy algorithm for constructing parity-check matrices of NB QC-LDPC
codes was proposed. The algorithm finds short cycles in the base matrix
and tries to eliminate them by selecting the circulants and the elements of
GF(q). Firstly the algorithm tries to eliminate the cycles with the smallest
number edges going outside the cycle. The efficiency of the algorithm is
demonstrated by means of simulations. In particular, it was shown that
NB QC-LDPC codes constructed with use of our algorithm loose less that
0.1 dB in comparison to the best NB LDPC codes.
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